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Abst rac t - - In  this paper the differential quadrature method (DQM) and the domain decomposi- 
tion method (DDM) are combined to form the differential quadrature domain decomposition method 
(DQDDM), in which the boundary reduction technique (BRM) is adopted. The DQDDM is applied 
to a class of parabolic equations, which have discontinuity in the coefficients ofthe equation, or weak 
discontinuity in the initial value condition. Two numerical examples belonging to this class are com- 
puted. It is found that the application of this method to the above mentioned problems is seen to 
lead to accurate results with relatively small computational effort. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
Keywords--Differential quadrature, Domain decomposition, Parabolic equation, Discontinuity, 
Boundary reduction. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a variety of fields, such as mechanics and financial engineering, there exists a class of parabolic 
equation problems which are discontinuous in the derivative of the initial value condition or in 
the coefficients of the equation itself. DQM is basically equivalent to the collocation (pseudo- 
spectral) method, but its direct computing of function values rather than spectral variables 
made it more explicit and simple for some practical applications [1]. This method yields highly 
accurate solutions to the boundary value problems with a minimal computing effort, namely, 
so-called spectral accuracy [2]. Although the standard DQM is attractive for its convenient usage 
and computational efficiency, how to achieve high accuracy in this kind of problems is still not 
easy. The reason for this is that the accuracy of DQM highly depends on the continuity of the 
solution and its derivatives of the problems. The real difficulty is to deal with the discontinuities 
mentioned above, which will largely affect the accuracy. 
In order to improve accuracy, especially at the discontinuities, a new approach, DQDDM 
is introduced. With this method, the whole domain is first divided into several subdomains 
according to the discontinuities and weak discontinuities. In each subdomain, DQM is adopted. 
Then, BRM is applied to reduce the unknowns o that the original problem is made easy to solve 
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and the efficiency of the method is facilitated. DQDDM inherits the advantages of DQM, and at 
the same time it enlightens how to deal with problems with the above mentioned iscontinuities 
to obtain high accuracy. 
In this paper, European vanilla option and step option, which are among the most popular 
of derivatives in the field of finance, are chosen as cases to demonstrate the application of the 
method. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce the DQM and DDM. 
In Section 3, we elaborate how to use the DQDDM to settle the class of parabolic equation 
problems. In Section 4, we apply the DQDDM to the pricing problems of European vanilla 
option and Step option, after that, the numerical results are given. Section 5 gives results and 
discussions; Section 6 concludes the paper. 
2. DQM AND DDM 
2.1. Dif ferent ia l  Quadrature  Method  
The differential quadrature method, introduced by Bellman and Casti [3] and elaborated upon 
further by Civan and Sliepcevich [4], is a rather efficient numerical method for the rapid solution 
of linear and nonlinear partial differential equations. 
This technique approximates the partial derivative of a function with respect o a space variable 
at a given discrete point as a weighted linear sum of the function values at all discrete points in 
the domain of that variable. Consider a function f(x) with one space variable in the domain (0,1), 
and N discrete points. Then, the first derivatives at point i, f'(x~) = dfd-~x I . . . .  is given by 
N 
f ' (xi) = E a~jf (xj), (2.1.1) 
5=1 
where xj are the discrete points in the variable domain, f(xj) are the function values at these 
points and a~j are the weighting coefficients attached to these function values. In order to deter- 
mine the weighting coefficients, it is required that equation (2.1.1) be exact for all polynomials 
of degree less than N [4,5]. Also, the function f(x) has to be smooth and analytic, because 
the differential quadrature solution is in the form of a polynomial. To avoid the ill-conditioning 
Vandermode matrix in the calculation of the weighting coefficients, the Lagrange interpolation 
basis functions are used as the test functions, namely, 
N 
H z -zk  k= 1,2, N, j=  1,2, N. (2.1.2) 
l j (x) = x-}U z-~' " '  ' "  
k~j  
Substituting equation (2.1.2) into equation (2.1.1) yields the following two formulae to directly 
compute the weighting coefficient of the first order derivative. For example, 
N 
1 ]--[ z~ - zk 
ai J  --'-- X j  X i X j  - -X  k 
N 1 
ai i  ---- ) -- , 
k•i x i  Xk  
i=1 ,2 ,  . ,N,  j= I ,2 , . . . ,N ,  (2.1.3) 
i = 1,2, . ,N.  (2.1.4) 
Weighting coefficients for higher-order derivatives can be obtained by matrix multiplication 
once a~j are known. Weighting coefficients of the second-order derivative b~j are given by 
N 
b~j -= Ea ikak j ,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N ,  j -- 1 ,2 , . . . ,N .  (2.1.5) 
k=l  
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To elaborate on the method, consider a function f ( t ,  x) with two variables t, x and M, N discrete 
points, respectively, in the direction of t, x. Suppose T = (t 1, t2 , . . . ,  tM) T, X = (Xl, x2,.. •, XN) T 
F = ( f ( t i ,  2gj))M × N and let At, Ax, Bx, respectively, be the weighting coefficients matrixes of the 
first- and second-order derivatives in the direction of t and x. From (2.1.1), we have 
M 
( t .  xj) = (tk, 
Ot k=l 
where a~k are weighting coefficients of first-order derivative, namely, At --~ (a~k)M x M. Thus, it is 
clear that 
OF _ (Of ( t i , x j )~  = AtF. (2.1.6) 
ot / M×N 
Similarly, we can get 
2.2. Domain  Decompos i t ion  Method  
The DDM, based on the theories of the famous German mathematician Schwarz, was designed 
originally for solving the PDEs on parallel computers, especially on MIMD machines. 
There are several main advantages of the DDM worth mentioning here. 
(1) The problem can be decomposed into relative independent subproblems and the commu- 
nication needed is limited to the pseudo-boundaries of the subdomains. 
(2) It gives us a 'divide-and-conquer' st ategy for solving complicated problems, because spe- 
cial solution techniques might exist for solving the subproblems on the subdomains effi- 
ciently [6]. 
(3) The ways for decomposing the domain are flexible. It is very useful for forming the 
adaptive parallel algorithms and for solving the equations whose solutions might have 
different natures in different subdomains. 
3. THE PROCESS OF  APPLY ING THE DQDDM TO THE 
MENTIONED CLASS OF  PARABOLIC  EQUATIONS 
We now consider a one-dimensional parabolic equation with initial and boundary conditions 
in the domain o f~:0<x<l ,0<t< 1, 
Ov 02v Ov 
O--t - e l  (x) ~ - a2 (x) Ox + a3 (x) v = f (x, t) , 
v (z, o) = w (z ) ,  (3.o.1) 
v(0, t) = a(t ) ,  v(1,t) = •(t), 
where al (x) ~ 0. 
Suppose the coefficients of the equation al (x), a2(x), and a3(x) may have discontinuities, at 
the same time, ~(x) has weak discontinuities. When t > 0, the solution of the equation and its 
first-order derivative are continuous. Let all the discontinuities and weak discontinuities be at 
Xl ,X2 , . . . ,Xk  and denote x0 = 0 and xk+l = 1. 
DQDDM integrates DDM with DQM. DDM is first adopted to divide the whole domain ~ : 
0 < x < 1, 0 < t < 1 into subdomains according to the discontinuities and weak discontinuities, 
namely, pseudo-boundaries. In each subdomain, DQM is used. With the condition that the 
solution and its first-order derivative are continuous, we apply BRM to eliminate the unknown 
function values at inner nodes, so that the number of unknowns are largely reduced and the 
original problem is converted to a matrix equation, which can be easily solved. 
Now, we elaborate on the procedures of the method as follows. 
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3.1. Set t ing  Pseudo-Boundar ies  and  D iv id ing  Subdomains  
According to xo, x l, x2 , . . . ,  xk, Xk+l, we divide the whole domain fl into f~i, f~2,... ,  f~k, f~k+i, 
where fli : x i - i  <_ x < x~, 0 < t < 1, i = 1 ,2 , . . . , k ,  k + 1. The boundary between ~ and ~+i  
is defined as Xi, which is called pseudo-boundary, where i -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  k. In order to facilitate the 
process, the transform ~]~ = x - x~_i /x i  - x i - i ,  u(~,  t) = v(x, t) are inverted in each subdomain 
f~, which yields x E [xi-i, x~] --* ~h E [0, 1], where i = 1, 2 . . . .  , k, k + 1. 
Thus, the previous problem (3.0.1) can be transformed as 
Ou 02u Ou 
0-7 - 51 (~) ~ - 52 (~) ~ + 5~ (~)~ = f (~, , t ) ,  
u(r]i,0) = ~3(rh), (3.1.1) 
u(O,t) = X i_ l ,U(1 , t )  = Xi, 
where i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, k + 1, X0 = c~(t), Xk+ 1 = ~(t).' 
Xi_  1 . ff~ X ,  
X 0 = 0 x~_ 1 ~ Xk+l=l  X 
Figure 1. Setting pseudo-boundaries and dividing subdomains. 
Figure 1 shows how to divide domain into subdomains with DQDDM. 
When t > 0, v and ov are continuous at Xi,  X2 , . . . ,  Xk, then, we have 
u(~=l , t )=u(~+i=O, t ) ,  i=1 ,2  . . . .  k, (3.1.2a) 
1 Ou 1 Ou 
0~i(zh = 1,t) - - -  = 0, t), = 1,2,. k. (3.1.2b) x,+i - xi 0~i+l (rl~+l i .. Xi X i -1  
3.2. D isc re t i za t ion  and  DQM Formulat ion  in the  Subdomain  
Rewrite r h = (rl],r]~,...r]}v) T, t = (t i , t2, . . .  ,tM) T, so that 7h, t are the vectors which are 
obtained, respectively, by setting discrete points in the direction of r 1 and t. Thus, ~30h), X~ 
in (3.1.1) are now vectors. According to (2.1.6), (2.1.7), and (2.1.8), applying DQM to the first 
line of (3.1.1), yields 
AtU ~ U~B~ diag (5i (rh)) - UiATn, diag (52 0?i)) + U~ diag (53 (Th)) = F ~, (3.2.1) 
where U ~ and F i represent he matrixes 
n - -  1 ,2 , . . .N .  
Now block matrix technique is applied. 
Let 
[Al i t  A1S2t ] 
At = LA21t At ' 
(U(tm,rl~)) and (f(tm,r/~)), and m = 1,2 . . . .  M, 
0 ~ = Ul 0 ~ u]  J '  
(s:~s) 
(::~s) 
(:.~-~) 
(:~ss) 
"~/ .... g'I : z 
• }j : ~D 
' (Ch) ~._) ~:p ~ • ±~fir- : ~D 
' (C~) ~) ~'P '~ - . ±~v - ((<tt) b)~e:p ~_~  - : c~9 
'~_T!{-- : gD 
'((~)C~)~'P ...... -- ((<~)<~)~:P ~Y + ((~h)I~)~IP :~-~ ~ : :~ O:Oq~ 
'smo[Io J s~ po~op~oo~ oqu~a (~'g'~) uo!%~nb~ 
uo!~anpoH Xa~punoH Jo ssoao~cI aqj, "~,'g 
' ( ~ ~r~ ~ [~T~ I,-~'~ X- I+~X 
\:+~vz+~ + [+~V:+~O + :+~v:+.g ~-~x- ~x - 
'tv :t.t .t _ ~v~,~a 
s~ po~uoso:tdo:t o.~ (qz'y~) 'uockL 
O=t+~a 0 =t+~u I÷~@ (~.~.~) . c.c~ ~ ~c ~c~ ~ ~+~l, 
I+'~VI+~LL + . _ + = t+,Vt+,/)t+~+~ ±V~+~O ~+.~@ 
oh~q am 'uo!~odo x!~gtu }poIq ~U!Xldd~ pue '(Z'I'g) pue (9"I'g) mo-kI "UA~OU~I 
ST of) s~ %0 :l~d aq~ ~op!suoa AlUO pu~ (q3'I'~) uo!~nba o~ uoT~inm~o J IAI~DG Aldd~ o~ 'uoqj: 
(['¢'¢) '~ .... ~'I = ~ '~X = [~ = ~+~/2 
OA'eq O.~,x os 'snonu!~uoa s Tuo!~nios oq~ ~X ~ ~uq~ mou~ om '(~g'I'~) tuo~I 
~X Xa~puno~I-opnoscl ~ uo!~!puo 0 snonu!~uo 0 oq% jo uo!~lntuaoeI IAI~)(I oq~I, "g'g 
• i(z-~h .... r/,~_ '~/,~_, =~tt_ o~oq~ 
_ - • . .... .Wj) + ;~_V~O + ±~V~ + 
(~'~'~) 
((t~) :_,) ~:p (±,s,n + ±,~,n + :~ ! 
OA~t[ O~ 'uoI.~.lodo x[.tT~uI ~laolq to sm~ I oq~ 
~U!Aldd~ pu~ (I'g'~) uo!~nbo u! ~ jo ~ud oq~ ~u!~a~xo 'snqj~ "~ ~op!suoa o~ poou glUO o~ 
'so!xupunoq-opnosd ~oso!~punoq uox!~ ~oq~!o ~ u.muJopqns qauo jo suo!~!puoa A~punoq oq~ 
pu~ (~&)¢ = of) sV "sopou ~auu! va x!xvam onI~x uo!~aunj s! (a-N)× a-~)(~O) puu soat.~tuqns o~ 
(~-N)x(~-~)/k ±~-HJu \ , (g-~) x(~-~) (~y) , (z_;~) x (z_;~) (~V)- 
uv] , z~a rl, 
. ±~ ±h r ±~V ±V 
.c~r ~] L :v l~v tlv] 
~Zgl u!~mo G ozn~Jp~n~) l~!~uaao~!O 
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3.4.1. The  process  of  dea l ing  w i th  equat ion  (3.4.4) 
By using ® (Kronecker product [7]) and vec(.), which is the vector-function of a rectangular 
matrix formed by stacking the column of matrix into one long vector [7], U ~3 can be obtained. 
The steps are given in detail as follows, 
yea (Ui3G] + G2U i3) = (G~ T ® I + I ® G2)yea (U i3) = vec (G~), 
(3 4.5a) 
vec (U '3) : (G[ "r @ I + I ® G2)-1 vec (G[ ) ,  (3.4.5b) 
Reshape vec(U/3) into original matrix size, and U ~3 is achieved. Likewise, U ~+1,3 also can be 
directly obtained. 
3.4.2. The  process  of  dea l ing  w i th  equat ions  (3.4.2) and  (3.4.3) 
U ~1, U ~2 in equations (3.4.2) and (3.4.3) cannot be directly obtained, so, we need to introduce 
a lemma. 
LEMMA. Suppose V is the unique solution o fVG1 +C2VG3 +G4V -- WXb x, for any given vector 
X, where G1,G3 • R l×t, G2, G4 E R k×k, X • R k (unknown),  b • R l, V • R k×t (unknown), 
then, for any a • R k, there exist A • R k×k, such that Va  = AWX.  
PROOF. First, we denote G = (G~j)l×l = (G~ ® I + G~ ® G2 + I ® G4) -1 
Then, we have 
vecV = G.  vec ( W X b x)  = " ".. " " . 
L c,, J L b, WZ 
Denote V = [V1 .. .  Vl], therefore, 
[?] vecV = . 
So, for i 1, 2 . . . .  l, V~ l = = ~-~-j=x G~jb jWX.  Thus, 
Gl lWX .. .  G l lWX-  
V=[51  ".. bt] " ".. 
[ GaWX .. .  GuWX 
) Va = [ bl . . .  bl ] " ".. " X= E a~bjG~jW X.  
L Ga  W .. .  GuW J l ~=1j=1 
l 1 Then, we only have to let A = ~-~i=1 ~-~'~j=l a~bjGij, and the proof is achieved. | 
With this lemma, P~ and P~ can be obtained, which satisfy 
U'lA~32 = P{X, -1 ,  U'2A*32 = P~X,. (3.4.6) 
Likewise, in the subdomain ~+1,  we can obtain Q~+I, Q~+I which satisfy 
U'/+I'IA~. +1 = Q~+Ix' ,  U'/+I'2A~. +1 = "~2~'+1X1+1' (3.4.7) 
As U~ = U il + U i2 + U i3, with (3.4.6),(3.4.7), we have 
0'A~32 = P~X,-1  + P~X~ ,-± ~rr'3A',~32, (3.4.8) 
~+lx  U~+I'3A ~+1 (3.4.9) ( ]~+IA~ +1 = Q~I+IX~ + 2  ~+1 + 32 , 
where P~, P~, Q~+I, ~2r)~+1, V '3, V *+1,3 have all been obtained and A i32, d~ +1 are known. 
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3.5. Obta in ing  the  va lues  at the  d i sc re te  points  on 
the  pseudo-boundar ies  or in the  subdomain  
Substituting (3.4.8) and (3.4.9) into (3.3.4), as is known U~ = Zi-1,  U~ = U~ +1 = X~, U~ +1 = 
X~+l, we have 
E~X~-I + E~X~ + E~X,+I = E~, i = 1, 2,...  k, (3.5.1) 
where 
El = + 
E~ A~a I + p~ ~ ~,+lr ,,i+1 _~ - -  C i~ l l  ~- -  Ci~ 1 , 
-~- --ci2-113 I - -  ci%~2 , 
' C u i+ l '3A  i+ l  ,-; i3 Ai E~ = ~ 12 - -¢ iU  ~132' 
I is a unit matrix of (M - 1) rows and columns and ci = (xi - 2g i _ l ) / (x i+  1 - x i ) .  
Note that X0 and Xk+l are known, the set of equations (3.5.1) can be represented as the 
following matrix equation, 
]I X1] X2 E4 :1 xi_i E -I 
E~ E~ L Xk LE~ - -  E~Xk+l 
Thus, X1, X~,. . .  ,Xk can be obtained. Substituting them into equation (3.4.1), each 0 ~ is 
achieved. Up to now, all the values at discrete points of the domain are known and the whole 
problem is solved. 
4. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
Options have been around for many years. It was first standardized on the Chicago Board 
Options Exchange (CBOE). With its development, it has become a popular financial tool for 
hedgers and speculators. Worldwide, now there are over 50 exchanges on which options are 
traded. 
An option is the right to buy or sell a particular asset for an agreed amount at a specified time 
in the futures. A call option is the right to buy while a put is tile right to sell [8]. 
European vanilla option and step option are two most common and important derivatives in 
the field of financial engineering. 
Here, we denote some variables: V is the option price, it is the function of the underlying asset 
price S and time t (Typically, S can be stock price); a is the volatility of the underlying asset; T 
is the specified time mentioned above, namely, expiration date of the option contract (It can be 
a year, 3 months, etc.); r represents the risk-free interest, commonly interest rate of banks is 
used; q is the dividend of the underlying asset and K is the agreed amount, namely, the strike 
price. Here, we suppose K = 1, T = 1, and all the options be call options. Meanwhile, neglect 
all units, for the sake of adaptation to various cases. 
4.1. European Vani l la Opt ion  
An European vanilla call gives the holder the right to trade in the future at a previously agreed 
price, if the price of the underlying asset goes up. In other words, if S > K on the expiration 
date, the holder has the right to buy the asset for K. Clearly, the payoff is S - K. However, if 
the underlying asset falls on expiration date, an European vanilla call takes away the obligation 
to buy. So, the payoff at expiration is max(S - K, 0) = (S - K) +. So, the payoff of European 
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option is continuous, but its first-order derivative is discontinuous and its second-order derivative 
is a b-function. Thanks to the Black-Scholes model, we have the PDE of European vanilla call 
option. (The details can be obtained from [8, p.90-97].) 
OV 1 2 202V OV 
Ot +~a S ~+(r -q )S -~-~- rY=O,  S>O,  O<t  <T,  (4.1.1a) 
V (S ,T)  = (S - K)  + . (4.1.1b) 
This problem has analytic solution [8], 
V (S,t) = SN (dl) - Ke ' r (T - t )N  (d2), (4.1.2) 
where N(d) = (1/v/2r)  fdoo e -w2/2 dw, 
dl = ln (S /g )  + (r - q + a2/2) (T - t), 
a TvI-T--C_ t 
l n (S /K)  + (r - q - a2/2) (T - t) 
d2 = 
a Tv~--:- t
Equation (4.1.2) is called Black-Scholes formula. 
Noticing that (4.1.1b) is.a terminal conditional, in order to apply DQDDM, the following 
transforms are made. 
Let t' = T - t, ~ = S/(1 + S), w = V/(1 + S), and (4.1.1) is inverted to 
Ow la2~2 (1 - ~)2 02w ~. Ow 
at, -E~ - ( r -q )~(1-  ) -E(  +( r (1 -~)+q~)~ = °' 
w (~, 0) = (2~ - 1) + , (4.1.3) 
w (0, ¢) = 0, 
w (1 ,  t ' )  = e -q t '  , 
where ~ • [0, 1], t' • [0, 1]. 
From (4.1.3), it is easy to see that only the initial value has weak discontinuity, which is 
at ~ = 1/2. Thus, problem (4.1.3) belongs to the class mentioned above. We can solve it by using 
DQDDM, whose process is described in detail in Section 3. 
4.2. S tep  Option 
In order to explain step option, barrier option needs to be defined first. Barrier options are 
one of the oldest types of exotic options [9]. A down-and-out call is identicM to an European call 
with the additional provision that the contract is canceled (knocked out) if the underlying asset 
price hits a prespecified lower barrier level. So, its payoff is as follows, 
Payoff = (S - K)  + I (St > SB, 0 < t < T ) ,  
where I(.) is a characteristic function, for example, 
I(St >SB,O<t<T)= ~ 1, St >SB(t6[O,T]), 
[ O, otherwise, 
and so on. An up-and-out call is the same, except the contract is canceled when the underlying 
asset price first reaches a prespecified upper barrier level. Double-barrier (double knock-out) 
options are canceled (knocked out) when the underlying asset first reaches either the upper or 
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the lower barrier. Barrier options are much cheaper than European vanilla options for given K 
and T, so they are popular among investors. However, the discontinuity at the barrier inherent 
in knock-out contracts creates a number of problems for both option buyers and sellers. Option 
buyers stand to lose their entire investment due to a short-term price spike through the barrier, 
meanwhile, the discontinuities create hedging problem for option seller. Thus, it is desirable to 
modify the barrier provision to retain as much of the premium saving as possible, and the same 
time achieve continuity at the barrier. 
Figure 2 shows that down-and-out barrier option knocks out when the underlying asset price S 
is less than barrier level Ss. 
S 
SB 
Figure 2. Down-and-out barrier option. 
s<sB 
knock out 
S 
SB 
S< S~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I I 
I 1 
I - -  I 
I* 
t 
Figure 3. ~'B for down-and-out step option. 
For the case of down-and-out barrier, a natural extension is to consider an "occupation 
time" T~, which is a time below the barrier Ss until expiration date, 
/ ,  T 
=/0  H (Ss - S) dr, (H (.) is Heaviside function), TB 
such that the option's payoff and A = ov -5-5 are continuous at the barrier SB. 
To do it, we define the payoff of call option as follows, 
Payoff = f (TB) (S - K) + , 
where f ( r )  is a given function, f(0) = 1. It is called step option. There are several choices of 
the function f(7). When f(T~) = e-PT~, it is called proportional step option, where p is a given 
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constant, called killing rate. In this paper, we discuss proportional step option only, and refer to 
it as step option. 
Figure 3 demonstrates the definition of r~.  
To model the valuation problem of down-and-out step call option [10,11], as usual, we suppose 
the asset price St follows a geometric Brownian motion, 
dSt 
- -  = ( r -q )  dt + (r dwt, 
St 
~-t--occupation t ime until t ime t(_< T), 
/o' rt = H (SB - St) dt, 
art = H (SB - St) 
dt ' 
~, (0) = O. 
Construct a portfolio YI -- V - AS,  where V = V(S,t ,  r) is the option price. Choose A, such 
that H is risk-free. Based on It6 Lemma, we have 
dII = dV - A (dS + qS dt) 
= O__VV OV la2S20~V dt + 
Ot dt + ~ dr + 2 OS 2 ~s  dS-  A dS-  AqS  dt 
and dII = rlI dt = r (V  - AS)  dr. Taking A = oy then, we have 
OV OV 1 2 2 02V OV 
O---t + H (SB -- S) ~T + ~a S -~f  + (r - q) S -~ - rV  = O, 
(0 <~- <T,  0<t  <T,  0< S<oo) .  
At t = T = 1, Y(S,T, - r )  = e-o~(S - 1) +. 
Similarly, for the case of double barrier, we can derive the PDE form of its pricing problem. 
Its pricing problem can be described as 
OV OV OV 1 2_202V OV 
0--( + H (Sed - S) ~ + n (S - SB~) ~ + -~a S -ffff5 + (r - q) S-d- ~ - rV  = 0, (4.2.1a) 
V (S,T,  TI,r2) = e -p(n+*2) (S - 1) + . (4.2.1b) 
At S = Sbd : V(SBd -0 ,  r l , r2 , t )  = V(SBd + 0, T1,T2, t), 
OV 
OV (SBd _ 0, rl, T2, t) = ~-~ (SBd + O, T1, r2, t). 
OS 
At S = Sbu: V(SBu - O, T1, T2, t) = V(SBu -~ O, T1, T2, t), 
__  OV (SB~, + O, n ,  r2, t ) ,  OV (SB , ,  - O, n ,  ~'2, t) = -~ 
aS 
where  SBd and Ssu are, respectively, the down and up barriers; T1, T2 are occupation times, 
respectively, corresponding to the down and up barriers. 
/0' /0' n = H (SBe - S )  dt, r2 = H (S  - SB~)  dt. 
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As double barrier case is a little more complicated than the down-and-out, we choose it as 
another numerical example for DQDDM. 
Taking the transforms t' = T - t, V = e-P(n+r2)g(S ,  tl), then, lett ing ~ = S/ (1  + S) u = 
g/ (1  + S) ,  the  or ig ina l  p rob lem (4 .2 .1 )  is  inver ted  in to  the  fo l low ing  prob lem in  the  domain  
[0, T] × [0, 11, 
Ou 10"2~2 (1 -- ~)2 02U __ (r -- q) ~ (1 -- ~) Ou 
or, -gd Yi 
+ r (1 - ( )+q(+oH 1 -~-~-B~j ju=O,  
u(~,0) = (2 ( -  1) + , 
u (0, t ' )  = O, (4.2.2) 
u (1 , t ' )  = e -qt ' .  
Thus, it is found that  the discontinuities of the coefficients of the equation are at 
SBd SBu 
= 1 + SBd' ~ = 1 + SB---------~' 
and the  weak  d i scont inu i ty  o f  the  in i t ia l  va lue  cond i t ions  is  a t  ( = 1 /2 .  Now,  we  can  use  the  
DQDDM and so lve  the  prob lem.  
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 .  European Opt ion  
The  pr i c ing  prob lem o f  European opt ion  has  ana ly t i ca l  so lu t ion ,  so,  we  l i s t  the  abso lu te  e r rors  
o f  d i f fe rent  methods  to  compare .  Tab le  1 shows  the  numer ica l  e r ro rs  when m = 7, n = 19, where  
m,  n represent  the  number  o f  d i sc re te  po in ts  respect ive ly  in  the  d i rec t ion  o f  t ime t and  space  ~. 
A l l  the  resu l t s  a re  ach ieved  by  imp lement ing  in  MATLAB 5.3.  A l l  e r ro rs  be low re fer  to  abso lu te  
e r rors .  
Table 1. The  compar ison of the errors of European cal l  option. 
(K  = 1, T = 1, q = 0.08, r = 0.12, a = 0.2.) 
Methods  Errors  
F in i te  Difference Method  (FDM) 1.40E - 02 
DQDDM-1 1.42E - 03 
DQDDM-2  2.84E - 04 
Table 2. The errors of European call opt ion when m = 10. 
(K  = 1, T = 1, q = 0.08, r = 0.12, a = 0.2.) 
n=17 n=19 n=29 n=37 n=57 
FDM 3.25E - 02 L40E  - 02 5.32E - 03 3.00E - 03 1.16E - 03 
DQDDM-1  1.43E - 02 1.42E - 02 3.88E - 05 2.15E - 06 1.40E - 05 
DQDDM-2  8.80E - 03 2.84E - 04 5.68E - 06 6.57E - 06 1.51E - 05 
Table 3. The errors of European cal l  opt ion when n = 37. 
(K  = 1, T = 1, q = 0.08, r = 0.12, a = 0.2.) 
m=7 m= 10 m= 13 m= 16 
FDM 2.94E - 03 3.00E - 02 3.02E - 03 3.03E - 03 
DQDDM-1 1.25E - 05 2.15E - 06 1.90E - 06 1.90E - 06 
DQDDM-2  3.57E - 05 6.57E - 06 1.50E - 06 4.49E - 07 
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In the finite difference method, equally-spaced sampling points in both direction are used; in 
DQDDM-1, the Expanded Chebyshev [12] sampling points are chosen: in DQDDM-2, the discrete 
points in the direction of time are the same as those in DQDDM-1, but in the direction of ~, 
we use the normalized Chebyshev sampling points with only one 5 point immediate adjacent one 
boundary end [12]. 
In the first subdomain, 
1 cos((2i - 3)Tr/2(n - 1)) 
X l=0,  x2=~,  x~=- -  i=3 ,4 , - - - ,n .  
2 2 cos(Tr/2(n- 1)) ' 
In the second subdomain, 
1 cos ( (2 i  - 3) /2(n - 1) )  
x== , xn-1 =1-~,  xn---1, i=2 ,3 , - - . ,n -1 .  
2 2 cos(Tr/2(n- 1)) 
From the tables above, it is obvious that the accuracy of DQDDM is much higher than that 
of the finite difference approximation. Even when m = 41, n --- 81 and much more time spent, 
an error of 5.77343 x 10 -4 is merely reached by the Difference Method. So, it is no wonder that 
DQDDM is accurate and efficient. 
i . . . .  i . . . . . .  ', I ..... .......... i , ' ~ ! i  
T-t " ~ "0.6 - -  
o o ~,  
Figure 4. European wnil la call option price (with DQDDM - 1, m = 10, n = 19). 
Figure 4 shows the 3-D image of European vanilla call option price. From the image, it can be 
easily seen that the price goes up smoothly at ~ = 0.5. 
5.2. Step Option 
The solution of step option is achieved by [9]. The solution is obtained through methods of 
probability theory and inverting Laplace transforms, which is rather complicated, so, we just 
display the numerical results by figures. Figure 5 is the picture of double-barrier under three 
different d, when t = 0, where d is called the daily knock-out factor and p = -2501nd. The 
Expanded Chebyshev sampling points are chosen and m = 14, n = 81. 
From Figure 5, we can see evidently that the option price V decreases gradually when the 
underlying asset price S goes either down through Ssd to the left or up through SBu to the right, 
which perfectly shows the advantage of step option over barrier option. Figure 6 is accordant 
with the figure from [9, p. 68]. Figure 6 is the 3-D image of Figure 5 with a fixed d = 0.8. 
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F igure  5. Doub le -baxr ie r  s tep  opt ion  when t = 0. 
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Figure 6. 3-D demonstration f double-barrier step option price. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The new technique of the DQDDM was applied to a class of parabolic equation problems with 
discontinuities and weak discontinuities. The present method perfectly combines DDM, DQM, 
and BRM. It is seen to be efficient and effective for the cases above. The number of discrete 
points and the time it takes are relatively small. From [13], we know that "The DQM holds the 
unconditionally stable merit for accuracy of order more than two. This is due to the fact that the 
method is not a traditional time step scheme and circumvents the rigorous accuracy limitation 
for unconditionally stable Mgorithms due to Dahlquist theorem [14]". The method is suitable 
for problems in a large domain and is easy for programming. Its high accuracy is impressing, 
compared to the conventional FDM. Thus, it is believed that the advantages of DQDDM will 
make it attractive for further development. 
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